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FORENSIC GRAPHOLOGY

The present work aims at sharing the results of the information gathered during the 
session on forensic graphology by the expert Ms. Sara Cordella, a forensic 
graphologist herself.

It is part of what goes under the name of Percorsi per le competenze trasversali e 
l’orientamento a learning session considered compulsory in the curriculum of Italian 
state secondary schools.
The idea is to offer students an occasion to experiment what some job position may 
be like. So that the experience, may work as guidance.
The professional profile of a graphologist is strictly connected with the interpretation 
of the way one writes. It follows that graphologist should be provided with 
documents, letters or other texts that represent the object of their interpretative 
work/ should have access to the texts of he or she who is the owner of the text 
under analysis. 

The first section of the work will be devoted to illustrating the instructions and 
guidelines provided during the learning sessions. Indeed they are related to the 
different writing aspects of the text under discussion. 
The second section will offer some illustrating examples from different sources.
The third section will record our effort: we translated the guidelines into an 
interpretative practice to show the competencies we have gained.

The conclusion will discuss the process work and its results commenting on points 
of strength and weakness.



THE FIRST AND SECOND SECTION  

• REVERSED HANDWRITING 

Reversed writing is a writing sloped to left, it could be a little or much evident. Left 
is the symbol of the past and introversion. 
This kind of writing is a sign of self-protective behavior, egocentrism; it may also 
be proof of fear for reality and affectivity. 
According to graphologists, it is a feature present in adolescences and stressed 
people. It is also indicative of prideful people, tending to contradict and to be 
outraged when are in the wrong.


EXAMPLE 1


EXAMPLE 2:




EXAMPLE 3:




• THE POMPOUS HANDWRITING:
The pompous calligraphy is characterized by a large caliber and by the 
presence of letters or parts of them that have amplifications in an inflated 
form, like an ampoule.
People who have this writing tend to have superiority complexes, a need to 
show themselves and they use this writing as a compensation technique.
In addition the person tends to have a lot of creativity and imagination.

EXAMPLE 1:

EXAMPLE 2:


EXAMPLE 3:




• THE LARGE HANDWRITING

People who have large handwriting tend to thinking big. It means that their 
social circle is usually large and he has an high number of friends. They also 
love to party and to remain in groups. 

The desire to be surrounded by people emanates their internal need to be 
appreciated and loved by others. 
They are usually loved by people because of their flamboyance ,they like to 
be around people and get really uncomfortable when they are left alone.
People who have big handwriting are quick to leave behind unpleasant 
experiences and get on with life. They do not think about anything for long, 
and prefer to shrug off issues with a remarkable ease. However, it’s not value 
if the individual writes with high pressure and narrow margin on the left.
concluding, large handwriting writers need a lot of attention. Same goes for 
people with large, flamboyant signatures. They like to be the centre of 
attention in social gatherings and nothing upsets or annoys them more than 
being ignored.

EXEMPLE 1:

EXAMPLE 2:



EXAMPLE 3:

• THE SMALL HANDWRITING
The sizes of middle zone letters, such as a, o, e, m, n, u and v, are the key 
component while analysing handwriting samples. It suggests how much the 
writer needs other people in his life. People with small handwriting are very 
focused people. They are able to shut out the world and can concentrate very 
well. Small handwriting often belongs to people who are introverts, who like to 
live in themselves and rarely want to look beyond.
Usually, scholars, researchers and great thinkers have small handwriting. 
Trying to writing smaller it’s not easy unless it is your normal style, and you 
will have to be extremely focused. Scholars usually need to shut out the world 
and direct their complete attention on their work. They do not allow their 
minds to wander. This need to concentrate and stay focused is reflected by 
small handwriting. Hence, someone who has a small handwriting has a good 
ability to concentrate.
They are usually not flamboyant or attention-seekers. They feel discomfort 
when you shower on them a great deal of attention and they are really 
reserved. 
Small writers are able to handle pressure pretty well. They work with amazing 
efficiency when it comes to paying attention to small details. Such writers 
understand their social limitations and they usually desist from making 
incursions into others’ personal space. Also, they are quite guarded in their 
reactions.



EXAMPLE 1:

EXAMPLE 2:

EXAMPLE 3:



THE THIRD SECTION:

Considering the guide lines we have learned during the Graphologist’s 
course, we tried to analyse our classmates’ calligraphy. 

1) Considering the following picture:

• From the image you can notice that the writer has a medium handwriting 
characterised for a round size letters. 

• She also tends to write leaving a space from the left edge. It means that 
she has a really deep feeling of freedom and she desires to reach her 
goals as soon as possible. 

• You can also notice that the sentences end up irregularly so it means that 
when she lefts some centimetres before the end of the margin she has 
anxiety about moving forward into the future and when she ends up the 
sentence just near the margin, she is expressing her need to communicate 
with the outside. 

• It’s evident that the words are far away and it means that she has a critical 
observation of things. It can be also seen by the pressure she uses when 
she writes. 



2) Considering the following picture: 

• Looking at the picture, you can notice that the writer tends to write 
leaving a space between both edges. It expresses a need of 
independence and it highlights a period of growth;

• the space left on the right side expresses a feeling of worry and anxiety 
about the future;

• curved calligraphy highlights the ability to welcome the others and to 
adapt;

• much pressure means that the writer is an energetic person;
• the using of a large caliber underlines the ability to act, the need to talk, 

the ability to summarize. She is also extroverted and a friendly person;
• the writer lives a little space between the letters. It makes us 

understand that she is an instinctive person;
• you can notice a lot of space between the words. It reveals a desire to 

independence and spacious places;
• she keeps the line and it shows the ability to reach her objectives;

• she has a reversed calligraphy. It is typical of a distrustful person;
• you can notice a leanings to the left, it shows she is a reserved person.



3) Considering the following picture: 

• Considering the layout, we can see an attachment to the left border: a 
symbol of introversion, afraid of the unknown and very tied to the past.

• After that, you can observe small size letters. The feature may be a sign of 
want of privacy, analysis ability, and rationality. 

• The third graphological noticed is the round letters, which may be an index 
of a person fond of her family and friends.

• There are also short pipes and uniformity between the letter. 
The most interesting is the meaning of detached letters: it is proof of effort 
in relationships, the need of time to talk about herself and difficulty to show 
feelings. 

• The text is written quickly which is indicative of an energetic person. 


